
I. Project Identification 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 Name Phone Email 
Proposal Submitter    

Agency Head    

Agency IT Director    

Agency CFO    

OPM Budget Analyst    

Project Manager    

Executive Sponsor    

Agency LEAN 
Coordinator 

   

 

 
II. Project Details 

 

A. Project Dates 
 

Proposed Start Date Expected Completion Date Project Duration (months) 
   

 
 

B.   Project Description - Provide a brief high level summary of the project in plain English without technical jargon 
that also includes the purpose and importance of the project. This information will be used for reporting the 
project to the Governor, General Assembly and Connecticut Open Data website. 

 

 

Project Title 

Agency 



C.   Summary 
 

 
 

D. Business Goals. List up to 5 key business goals you have for this project, when (FY) the goal is 
expected to be achieved, and how you will measure achievement, Must have at least one. 
Please use action phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: "Reduce the 
Permitting process by 50%". In the Expected Result column, please explain what data you will use to 
demonstrate the goal is being achieved and any current metrics. 

 

Business Goal (Action Phase) Target FY for Goal Current Condition Expected Result 
    

    

    

    

    

Summary - Describe the high level summary of what needs to be implemented to complete the project  
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E. Technology Goals. From a technical perspective, following the above example, list up to 3 key technology goals 
you have for this project and in which Fiscal Year (FY) the goal is expected to be achieved. Please use action 
phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: “Improve transaction response time by 10%". 

 

Technology Goal Target FY for Goal Current Condition Expected Result 
    

    

    



F. Priority Alignment. The criteria in this table, in concert with other factors, will be used to determine project 
priorities in the capital funding approval process. Briefly describe how the proposed projects will align with each 
criterion. 

 

Priority Criterion Y/N Explanation 
Is this project aligned with business 
and IT goals of your agency? 

  

Does this project reduce or prevent 
future increases to the agency’s 
operating budget? 

  

Will this project result in shared 
capabilities? 

  

Has the agency performed due 
diligence to determine if a 
solution that is currently being 
used by other state agencies or 
other states can be leveraged? 

  

Is this project being Co-developed 
through participation of multiple 
agencies? 

  



G. Organizational Preparedness. The criteria in this table will be used to determine project implementation capabilities, 
governance and commitment.  

 

Preparedness Criterion Explanation 
Describe the project 
management methodology, 
framework or process be used 
to assure successful delivery 
of the project? 

 

The State encourages agencies to 
consider using an incremental 
value approach for project delivery.  
Please indicate if this approach will 
be utilized and how or why it will 
not be utilized. 
 

 

The State requires an experienced 
project manager be assigned to the 
project. Please explain how the 
agency will meet this requirement. 

 

Explain the key milestones or 
activities that need to be 
completed as part of the project.  

 
 
 

Describe the level of 
commitment that senior 
management will provide to 
the project. 

 

Will, or has, the agency gone 
through a Lean process 
improvement initiative related to 
this project? 

 

How Is the agency prepared for and 
experienced in Vendor 
Management? 

 

Please indicate if the agency has 
provided up to date information on 
the Information Technology Project 
Portfolio and the Information 
Technology Application Portfolio 
SharePoint sites? 

 



Describe what procurement 
vehicles are expected for this 
project such as RFP, use of existing 
state contract, ITB, etc. 

 

How is the agency prepared to 
support this system once 
implemented (post-production 
support)?  Who will host the 
solution? 

 

 
 

H. Project Ramp Up. If capital funds are awarded for this project, how long will it take to ramp up? What are the 
key ramp-up requirements and have any off these already been started? For example, has a project manager 
been identified? Has an RFI been issued? Is a major procurement required such as an RFP? 

 
 

 

I. Post Production Support. Do you have the experienced staff with the proper training to sustain this initiative 
once it’s a production system? Do you anticipate having to hire additional staff to sustain this? What training 
efforts are expected to be needed to maintain this system? 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



J. Financial Estimates. From IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet 
 

Estimated Total 
Development Cost 

Estimated total 
Capital Funding 
Request 

Estimated Annual 
Operating Cost 

One Time Financial 
Benefit 

Recurring Annual 
Financial Benefit 

     
Explanation of Estimates 

 

Assumptions: Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costs 
 



III. Expanded Business Case 
 
 
 

A. Statutory/Regulatory Mandates. 1) Cite and describe federal and state mandates that this project in intended 
to address. 2) What would be the impact of non-compliance? 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

B. Primary Beneficiaries.  Who will benefit from this project (citizens, businesses, municipalities, other 
state agencies, staff in your agency, other stakeholders) and in what way?  Please be specific.

 

 
 
 

Important: 

- If you have any questions or need assistance completing the form please contact Jim Hadfield or John Vittner 
- Once you have completed the form and the IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet please e-mail 

them to Jim Hadfield and John Vittner. 
 

John Vittner, (860) 418-6432; John.Vittner@ct.gov 
Jim Hadfield, (860) 418-6438; Jim.Hadfield@ct.gov 

Statutory / Regulatory Mandates: 

Impact of non-compliance: 
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	Current ConditionRow1: Current Applications are 2005. VS 2005 no longer supported by Microsoft. Framework is 2.0. Databases have 10 years of data and the integrity of the data is beginning to degrade.
	Expected ResultRow1: Improve application responsive-ness by 50%. Improve capab- ilities and controls used by current browsers and web appli-cations with updated software/framework. Collect $1-1.2M in registration fees.
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow2: Create searchable, sortable, downloadable reports to increase transparency. Enhancing administrative reporting functions.
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow3: Build/customize an integrated OSE case management system (currently, the OSE inefficiently uses several different systems)
	Current ConditionRow3: No system currently in place.
	Expected ResultRow3: Leverage technology to move from multiple paper processes to one digital process to increase productivity.  Also, identify patterns to improve compliance, provide integrated research capabilities.
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow4: Upgrade software environment, browser compatibility and improve application responsiveness. Purchasing necessary hardware to support the applications and other IT upgrades.
	Current ConditionRow4: Server is currently 2005. This server houses Laserfice (imaging system) and our development environment. Our Hard Drives are failing.
	Expected ResultRow4: Purchasing a new server will allow OSE to install the Case Management System. and Marshal SFI System. OSE needs the latest hardware to improved capabilities.
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow5: Create a State Marshal SFI online reporting application.
	Expected ResultRow5: Increase productivity. Online filings significantly decrease filing errors thus compliance is increased and costly enforcement actions are decreased.
	Current ConditionRow5: No system currently in place.
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow8: Purchase necessary hardware to support the applications and other IT upgrades.
	Current ConditionRow8: Server was installed in 2005. This server houses Laserfice (imaging system) and our development environment. Our Hard Drives are failing.
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	ExplanationIs this project reduce or prevent future increases to the agencys operating budget: This project will save time and money. OSE maintains all IT systems In-House. OSE will not need outside contractor. It will allow the agency to operate efficiently with fewer personnel.
	Explanationhas the agency performed due diligence: If a Case Management system already exists that can be customized to our needs, the OSE will choose that option.  One necessity is that OSE "owns" the system once installed and is responsible for its upkeep using in-house IT staff.  This results in significant savings.
	identified Has an RFI been issued Is a major procurement required such as an RFP: Currently, the OSE is in the midst of phase 1 of a two-phase project to plan and begin the upgrade the IT applications and systems of the OSE, which is the ramp up.  Phase 1 is a $100,000 bond allotment that involves identifying the technology needs of the OSE and beginning to make changes to replace obsolescent software and hardware upon which the applications are built. Phase 2 will begin almost immediately after funding is in place, based on the results of Phase 1.
	Postproductionsupport: Our IT staff has the experience and training to support the applications. The in-house support for the 2008 upgrade saved hundreds of thousands of dollars in maintenance and upgrade fees. No additional staff is expected to be necessary.
	Estimated Total Development CostRow1: 679927
	Assumptions Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costsRow1: As discussed above, estimates are based on the 2008 upgrade, adjusted for inflation.  Phase 1 (ongoing) -- $100,000 is currently funded from state bond funds.  Phase 2 -- $500,000 was approved for bond funds in FY 2015.
	Estimated total Capital Funding RequestRow1: 313617
	Estimated Annual Operating CostRow1: 133155
	One Time Financial BenefitRow1: 
	Recurring Annual Financial BenefitRow1: 1000000
	Explanation of EstimatesRow1: The 2008 upgrade of the lobbyist and financial disclosure applications cost approximately $650,000 and has generated approximately $4.1M in revenue between FY 2009 and FY 2017 (as of 3/1/2017).  Revenue has increased steadily and is estimated at $1-1.1M for the 2017-2019 biennium, with additional revenue increases in the following years.  Lobbyist registrations occur annually for the legislative biennium; approximately 80% of the fees are collected in odd years with the other 20% is received in even years.  The first phase of the project and its funding of $100,000 is ongoing. Operating costs are for personal services, ongoing licensing of software and other minor miscellaneous expenditures.
	Statutory  Regulatory MandatesRow1: C.G.S 1-79-1-101rr, Code of Ethics of Public Officials, State Employees and LobbyistRegulation of State Agencies: 1-81-1-391-92-1-615-266a-1
	Impact of noncomplianceRow1: Significant risk of system failure. Increase enforcement actions and backlogs of such actions. Move to paper filings and backlogs of filing processes. Recalculation of lobbyist registrations fees which may not exceed the costs of administering the lobbying application. This may result in decrease collection of lobbyist registration fees which are estimated at $1-1.1 Million for FY 2018-2019.
	state agencies staff in your agency other stakeholders and in what way: End Users: 1. Lobbyist, Public Officials, State Employees will benefit it by being able to timely, accurately, and completely meet mandatory requirements and avoiding potentials penalties for failing to meet filing requirements.2. Citizens will have increased transparency3. Agency staff will have streamlined work processes that will have positive impact on citizens, public officials, state employees, lobbyist and other state agencies and other stake holders.
	ExplanationIs this project aligned with business and IT goals of your agency: This project will greatly improve the business processes within the agency and allow us to meet our Strategic Plan. This project will greatly improve the OSE’s internal analytic capability, transparency of projects and  allow the public to access our data.
	ExplanationWill this project result in shared capabilities: 
	ExplanationIs this project being Codeveloped through participation of multiple agencies: The OSE is an independent agency that has significant confidentiality requirements.  Sharing systems with other agencies would potentially compromise that confidentiality.
	RFPexistingcontractITBetc: 
	0: This project will be completed using an existing state contractor. The contractor also served as the contractor on the very successful and under budget 2008 upgrade, which will reduce the "learning curve" and expedite completion, while saving money.

	Howsupportingonceimplemented: Currently, DOIT  hosts the lobbyist and SFI systems and will host the upgraded systems. Once the upgraded system is rolled out, all development is in done in-house. The case management system and Marshal SFI will be hosted in-house as well.
	Willthisapproachbeutilized: This project has two phases, the second of which builds on the previous one. Phase 2 has multiple aspects, none of which is amenable to the incremental value approach. Using an incremental value approach will be more costly and extend the period of time for completing the project.  In the filing applications, the upgrades are necessary for rollout for the new cycle which begins in January 2018. In the case management system, the goal is to integrate all of the obsolete systems now in use. 
	Describeprojectmethodology: This project requires a project management plan for design, planning, implementation and achievement of the project objectives. In phase I of this project, which is ongoing, we are establishing  the plan for the design, planning and implementation of phase 2.
	Isanexperiencedprojectmanagerassigned: IT Analyst 3, Ann Morgan has been the Project Manager on the Lobbyist and SFI applications from creation.  Her knowledge of and experience with the applications will contribute to the timely and accurate completion of the project.  The 2008 upgrade to the filing applications took six months for the lobbying application and eight months for the financial disclosure application.
	Explainkeymilestonesoractivities: In the ongoing Phase I the Vendor and OSE are determining the specific deadlinessuch as a project start and end date, as well as external review or input and budget checks.
	Levelofcommittmentthatwillbeprovided: The nine-member Citizen's Ethics Advisory Board and the Executive Director are fully committed to the project and its timely completion.
	Hastheagencytriedtoleanthis: The OSE has previously conducted LEAN improvement processes related to the applications. A focus group of end users will be conducted.
	HastheagencytriedtoleanthispriortobecomingandITproject: Lobbyist and SFI applications were upgraded and significantly improved  in 2008.  We  worked closely with the Vendor to upgrade both these systems then.  The applications become the property of the state maintained by staff at significant cost-savings.
	HasuptodateinformationbeenprovidedonITprojectportfolio: No.  
	Current Condition2: Most reports are .pdf. They are not downloadable for users. Administrative reports are not reporting correctly.
	Expected Result2: Support the download of reports and lists in multiple formats. User to search, download and sort reports thru .xls, .pdf, and .csv. Organize reports and lists to optimize user access. Increase transparency.
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow6: Upgrade the entire lobbyist and SFIto current versions of Visual Studio and .NET Framework. Optimize database indices. Upgrade software environment, browser compatibility and improve application responsive
	Current ConditionRow7: Majority of the reports are .pdf format. (PDF) which does not allow for user manipulation or alternate views. Most reports take 1 minute and 10 seconds to render.
	Expected ResultRow7: Support the download of reports and lists in multiple formats. Enable user to search, download and sort reports thru .xls, .pdf, and .csv. Organize reports and lists to optimize user access
	Expected ResultRow6: Improve application responsiveness by 50%. Improved capabilities and controls used by the latest browsers and web applications with updated software/framework.
	Current ConditionRow6: Systems are slow. Not compatible with some browsers. VS 2005 no longer supported by Microsoft. Framework is 2.0. Databases have 10 years of data, the integrity of the data is beginning to degrade.


